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Make learning a natural part of your
day 

Foster a culture of learning by
enabling people to easily discover,
share, and engage with learning
integrated into Microsoft 365. 

Make your learning content available in
one place 

Simplify the learning experience by
bringing together world class content
from LinkedIn Learning, 3rd parties,
Microsoft Learn, and your own content. 

Drive results that matter 

Empower your leaders and
employees to organize, recommend,
and track learning aligned with
business outcomes. 

Discover relevant content

Easily search for learning content across Microsoft, partner
providers, learning management systems, and your
organization in Microsoft Teams.

Develop new skills with personalized content
recommendations.

Find learning content across the Microsoft 365 suite using
Microsoft Search.

Viva Learning seamlessly incorporates employee learning content into the places employees already spend their time. Empower people with this
center for employee learning in Microsoft 365. Help them discover and share professional training resources across your organisation, and track their
learning progress.

Viva Learning aggregates all your learning in one place, with powerful social features and AI-powered recommendations that makes learning a
natural part of your day.

Viva is designed to accelerate on-boarding and upskilling, and to foster a culture of individual and organizational learning, by helping people learn in
the flow of their work in Microsoft Teams.

Why Viva Learning? 

Microsoft Viva Learning
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Share with colleagues

Send learning content in a Teams message, meeting
chat, or email.

Curate selections of learning content for your team by
adding a learning tab to your Teams channel.

Recommend learning content to colleagues and track
progress.

Track your learning journey

Access bookmarked learning items, recently viewed courses, content
assigned from your learning management system, and
recommendations in the My Learning view.

Get Teams notifications for new learning activity and upcoming due
dates.
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Next steps

We are Microsoft Partners and have a great deal of experience in supporting organisations make the most of their technology. Our
approach is to focus on the people side of digital transformation, with the goal of making work easier through new ways of working.
We have experience in the Microsoft PowerPlatform and have built solutions with and for some of the world's most recognisable
brands.

Contact james.mitcham@changingsocial.co.uk to see how you can make learning a natural part of the day
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